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(54) Low profile side drive blending appliance

(57) A blending appliance (100) having a housing
(12) includes a motor compartment (14) and a jar receiv-
ing portion (16) spaced laterally from the motor compart-
ment. The housing includes an upper retaining member
(18) and a support pad (22) extending outwardly from
the housing, such that a jar receiving portion (16) is de-
fined therebetween. A motor (22) is disposed in the motor

compartment. A jar (24) includes a lid (26) with a feed
chute (30). Together, the jar and lid are configured for
reception in the jar receiving portion (16) of the housing.
The lid (26) is vertically secured onto the jar (24) by the
upper retaining member (18) upon reception of the jar
into the jar receiving portion.
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Description

[0001] The present concept generally relates to a
blending appliance, and more particularly to a low profile
side drive blending appliance.
[0002] One aspect of the present concept includes a
blending appliance having a housing including a motor
compartment and a jar receiving portion spaced laterally
therefrom. The housing further includes an upper retain-
ing member. A motor is disposed in the motor compart-
ment. A support pad is operably coupled to the housing.
A jar includes a lid with a feed chute. The jar and lid are
configured for reception in the jar receiving portion. The
lid is vertically secured onto the jar by the upper retaining
member upon reception of the jar into the jar receiving
portion.
[0003] Another aspect of the present concept includes
a blending appliance having a housing with an upper re-
taining portion and a base portion, wherein a jar receiving
portion is defined between the upper retaining portion
and the base portion. The jar receiving portion is config-
ured to laterally receive a jar for blending. An open recess
is disposed on the upper retaining member and opens
into the jar receiving portion of the housing. A lid includes
a feed chute and is adapted to be received on an open
upper end of the jar. The lid is vertically secured onto the
jar by the upper retaining member upon reception of the
jar into the jar receiving portion of the housing. The feed
chute of the lid is aligned with and accessible from the
open recess of the upper retaining member upon recep-
tion of the jar into the jar receiving portion.
[0004] Yet another aspect of the present concept in-
cludes a blending appliance having a housing with a mo-
tor compartment and a jar receiving portion. An upper
retaining member extends laterally from the housing over
the jar receiving portion. A motor is disposed in the motor
compartment. A support pad extends laterally from the
housing below the jar receiving portion. A jar defines a
blending cavity with a blade assembly disposed in the
blending cavity. The jar is configured for lateral reception
in the jar receiving portion, and the blade assembly is in
driven engagement with the motor upon reception of the
jar in the jar receiving portion.
[0005] These and other aspects, objects, and features
of the present concept will be understood and appreci-
ated by those skilled in the art upon studying the following
specification, claims, and drawings.
[0006] The present invention will be further described
by way of example with reference to the accompanying
drawings in which:-

FIG. 1 is a top perspective view of one embodiment
of a low profile side drive blending appliance of the
present concept;
FIG. 2 is a top perspective cross-sectional view of
the low profile side drive blending appliance of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a rear perspective cross-sectional view of
the low profile side drive blending appliance of FIG. 1;

FIG. 4 is a top perspective view of another embodi-
ment of a low profile side drive blending appliance;
FIG. 5 is a top perspective view of yet another em-
bodiment of a low profile side drive blending appli-
ance;
FIG. 6 is a side elevational view of yet another em-
bodiment of a low profile side drive blending appli-
ance; and
FIG. 7 is a top perspective view of still another em-
bodiment of a low profile side drive blending appli-
ance.

[0007] For purposes of description herein, the terms
"upper," "lower," "right," "left," "rear," "front," "vertical,"
"horizontal," and derivatives thereof shall relate to the
concept as oriented in FIG. 1. However, it is to be under-
stood that the concept may assume various alternative
orientations, except where expressly specified to the con-
trary. It is also to be understood that the specific devices
and processes illustrated in the attached drawings, and
described in the following specification are simply exem-
plary embodiments of the inventive concepts defined in
the appended claims. Hence, specific dimensions and
other physical characteristics relating to the embodi-
ments disclosed herein are not to be considered as lim-
iting, unless the claims expressly state otherwise.
[0008] Referring to FIGS. 1-3, reference numeral 10
generally designates a blending appliance having a
housing 12 including a motor compartment 14 and a jar
receiving portion 16 spaced laterally therefrom and which
defines a cavity. The jar receiving portion 16 includes an
upper retaining member 18. A motor 20 is disposed in
the motor compartment 14. A support pad 22 is operably
coupled to the housing 12. A jar 24 includes a lid 26 with
a feed chute 30. The lid 26 is adapted to close an open
upper end of the jar 24, and the jar 24 and lid 26 are
further configured for reception in the jar receiving portion
16 of the housing 12. The lid 26 is vertically secured or
otherwise retained on the jar 24 by the upper retaining
member 18 upon reception of the jar 24 in the jar receiving
portion 16.
[0009] Referring again to FIGS. 1-3, the illustrated
blending appliance is generally configured to include a
low profile to easily accommodate use under a cupboard
or shelf in a kitchen area. The jar 24 of the blending ap-
pliance 10 is designed to engage the housing 12 from a
lateral direction. Most traditional blending appliances in-
clude a construction that mandates vertical or drop-in
placement of a jar onto a base that includes a motor there-
in. In such a configuration, the jar is generally disposed
directly on top of the drive motor in a driven engagement
to power a blade assembly disposed in the jar. Unfortu-
nately, these constructions require substantial vertical
space above the base and motor compartment, and
when connected with a jar, provide for a very tall appli-
ance that is not easily accessible, and must generally be
placed in an open environment away from cabinetry un-
like the present concept disclosed herein.
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[0010] As shown in the illustrated embodiment of FIG.
1, the housing 12 includes a slightly widened housing
base 40 with the support pad 22 extending laterally out-
ward from the base 40, such that the support pad 22 is
disposed below the upper retaining member 18. The up-
per retaining member 18 is designed to maintain the lid
26 of the jar 24 on the jar 24 during mixing of food goods
inside a blending cavity 25 of the jar 24. In the illustrated
embodiment, the upper retaining member 18 includes an
arcuate recess 44 configured to receive at least a portion
of the feed chute 30 that extends through the lid 26. The
feed chute 30 includes a removable cap 46. The remov-
able cap 46 can be removed from the lid 26, such that
the blending cavity 25 of the jar 24 is accessible for re-
ceiving ingredients when the jar 24 is connected with the
housing 12. As noted above, the lid 26 is adapted to be
received on an open upper end of the jar 24 and vertically
secured on the jar 24 by the upper retaining member 18
upon reception of the jar 24 into the jar receiving portion
16 of the housing 12. As the jar 24 is received in the
housing 12, the feed chute 30 of the lid 26 is aligned with
the open recess 44 of the upper retaining member 18,
such that the feed chute 30 is still accessible upon re-
ception of the jar 24 in the jar receiving portion 16.
[0011] The jar 24 is connected with the housing 12 as
fully received in the jar receiving portion 16. A tapered
internal wall 48 is disposed on either side of the arcuate
recess 44 of the upper retaining member 18. The tapered
internal wall 48 of the housing 12 allows for quick and
easy lateral insertion of the jar 24 and lid 26 into the jar
receiving portion 16 of the housing 12, and at the same
time, prevents the lid 26 from disengaging with an upper
open end of the jar 24 when the blending appliance 10
is activated during a blending procedure. As shown, the
support pad 22 extends laterally from the housing 12 and
generally defines a base that supports the jar 24 when
the jar 24 is engaged in the blending appliance 10. The
base may include a heating element disposed therein
adapted to warm or heat food goods located inside the
blending appliance 10.
[0012] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the support pad 22
includes a jar lock 60. The jar lock 60 defines a jar base
retaining feature that is designed to engage a jar base
62 when the jar 24 is fully received in the jar receiving
portion 16, such that the jar 24 does not move away from
or otherwise disengage the housing 12 during activation
of the blending appliance 10. As shown in FIGS. 1 and
2, the jar lock 60 is a wedged member having a ramped
upper surface 61. In this way, as the jar 24 is received in
the jar receiving area 16 of the housing 12, the jar base
62 will contact the ramped upper surface 61 of the jar
lock 60 to depress the jar lock 60 into a disengaged po-
sition within the support pad 22. It is contemplated that
the jar lock 60 may be spring-biased to a raised position
or engaged position, as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, such
that after lateral insertion of the jar 24 into the housing
12 along a path indicated by arrow A, the jar lock 60 will
spring upward to securely engage the jar base 62 and

retain the jar 24 in the housing 12. To remove the jar 24,
a user would simply push down on the spring-biased jar
lock 60 until a top edge 64 of the jar lock 60 is positioned
below a bottom surface of the jar base 62. After the jar
lock 60 has been moved to this lowered position in a
recess 63 disposed in the support pad 22, the jar 24 can
safely be removed laterally from the housing 12 by en-
gaging a handle member 27.
[0013] Referring again to FIG. 1, a slider switch 70 is
disposed on a side of the housing 12. The slider switch
70 has the effect of controlling the speed of the motor
20, as shown in FIG. 2, disposed inside the motor com-
partment 14 of the housing 12. The slider switch 70, and
therefore, the speed control, is generally linear in the il-
lustrated embodiment. However, it is also contemplated
that knobs or other electrical or mechanical user interface
assemblies may be utilized to control the rate or speed
of the motor 20. In the illustrated embodiment, the slider
switch 70 is designed to control the motor speed, and
consequently, a blade assembly 72 disposed inside the
blending cavity 25 of the jar 24 from slow to chop, chop
to mix, mix to puree, and puree to liquefy. It is contem-
plated that the slider switch 70 may have incremental
activation points, or may include a continuous electrical
switch that allows any of an infinite number of motor
speeds to be selected by the user.
[0014] Referring now to FIGS. 2 and 3, the inner com-
ponentry of the blending appliance 10 of the illustrated
embodiment will be discussed. As illustrated, the blade
assembly 72 of the blending appliance 10 is fixedly en-
gaged with a jar drive shaft 80. The jar drive shaft 80
extends downward through a bottom portion of the jar 24
and is sealed by gaskets. The lower portion of the jar
drive shaft 80 is coupled to a gear assembly 82 disposed
below the jar. The gear assembly 82 is positioned above
the support pad 22 in a gear housing 84. In the illustrated
embodiment, there are three gears that relay rotational
forces from the motor 20 to the blade assembly 72. How-
ever, it is contemplated that more or less gears may be
utilized in the blending appliance 10 for powering the
same. In addition, it is also contemplated that a belt driven
system or a magnetic coupling system may be utilized
with the present concept. In the illustrated embodiment,
a jar drive gear 86 is coupled to the jar drive shaft 80 and
is accessible from an opening 29 disposed in the jar base
62 on an opposite side of jar 24 relative to the handle
member 27. When the jar 24 is fully received in the jar
receiving portion 16 of the housing 12, the gear housing
84 is received within the opening 29, such that the jar
drive gear 86 is rotatably engaged with a transition gear
88 housed within the gear housing 84. The transition gear
88 is operably engaged with a motor drive gear 90. The
motor drive gear 90 is fixedly connected with a drive shaft
92 that extends downwardly from the motor 20. The drive
shaft 92 is supported by a drive shaft bracket 94. In this
way, the blade assembly 72 is in driven engagement with
the motor 20 for rotation within the blending cavity 25
when the jar 24 is fully received in the jar receiving portion
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16 of the housing 12. In assembly, the entire motor as-
sembly 20 is supported over a motor bracket 96 inside
the motor compartment 14. In the illustrated embodiment,
the motor 20 includes a magnet 98 and a winding as-
sembly 100 that is protected by a motor shroud 102. The
motor shroud 102 protects the motor 20 and keeps it free
of moisture and debris. A shroud bracket 104 is disposed
inside the motor shroud 102 and supports a fan assembly
106 disposed above the motor 20. The fan assembly 106
moves air inside the motor compartment 14 and also
draws air from the environment into the motor compart-
ment 14 through vents 105 to be expelled through vents
107, thereby preventing or minimizing the likelihood of
the motor 20 overheating. It is contemplated that the fan
106 can be disposed above or below the motor 20 for
ventilating the motor compartment 14.
[0015] Referring now to FIG. 4, another embodiment
of a blending appliance 140 includes a housing 148 hav-
ing an upper retaining member 149 and a base portion
147 extending laterally outward therefrom. A motor sys-
tem 150 is positioned above a jar 152 in the upper re-
taining member 149. The jar 152 is laterally received in
a jar receiving portion 166 which is defined between the
upper retaining member 149 and the base portion 147.
The jar 152 includes a drive shaft 154 that is operably
engaged with a vertically extending auger 156 that ex-
tends into the jar 152 under a lid 157 of the jar 152. The
vertically extending auger 156 is fixedly engaged with a
blade assembly 158 disposed at the bottom portion of
the jar 152. The vertically extending auger 156 also in-
cludes a helical flange 160 that extends about a portion
of the vertically extending auger 156, and which minimiz-
es bridging of blender contents during blending by pro-
viding directional flow. The upper retaining member 149
of the housing 148 of the blending appliance 140 illus-
trated in FIG. 4 includes a locking tab 162 that locks the
jar 152 and the vertically extending auger 156 in place
in connection with the housing 148. In use, a user would
insert the jar 152 into the jar receiving portion 166 of the
housing 148 from a lateral direction indicated by arrow
A. After insertion, the locking tab 162 would be moved
to a lower locking position, such that the vertically ex-
tending auger 156 is engaged, and the jar 152 is secured
in place in the jar receiving portion 166 of the housing
148. As the locking tab 162 is moved downwardly towards
the locked position, an interlock button 163 is engaged,
thereby providing electrical power to the motor system
150 of the appliance 140. At this point, a user is free to
operate the motor system 150 at any of a variety of
speeds as the lid 157 of the jar 152 is secure on the jar
152.
[0016] In another embodiment, as illustrated in FIG. 5,
a blending appliance 200 includes a jar 202 having an
auger 204 disposed inside the jar 202. The jar 202 is
configured for lateral reception with a housing 206 along
a path indicated by arrow A towards a jar receiving portion
207, and driven engagement with a motor of the blending
appliance 200 when fully received therein. In this embod-

iment, the housing 206 includes an engagement member
208 that extends forward from a top portion 210 of the
housing 206 and is configured to receive a top portion
205 of the auger 204. Upon reception of the top portion
205 of the auger 204, a motor system can be activated,
which will subsequently drive the auger 204 for rotation
inside the jar 202.
[0017] With reference now to FIG. 6, another embod-
iment of the present concept includes a blending appli-
ance 250 that includes a housing 252 with female receiv-
ing ports 254 configured to receive male extensions 256
that protrude from a base 258 of a blending jar 260. The
male extensions 256 act as power relays configured to
activate a heating element 259 disposed in the base 258
of the blending jar 260. The base 258 of the blending jar
260 can then serve to warm ingredients disposed inside
the blending jar 260. Controls for a desired temperature
of the heating element 259 disposed in the blending jar
260 may be provided on the housing 252 of the blending
appliance 250, or on the blending jar 260 itself. This em-
bodiment also includes a top mounted motor system 262
with a drive shaft 264 that extends downward into the
blending jar 260. The drive shaft 264 is operably coupled
to a blade assembly 266 for blending the contents of the
jar 260 during a blending procedure.
[0018] Referring now to FIG. 7, in yet another embod-
iment, a blending appliance 300 includes a housing 302
and a blending jar 304 configured for lateral engagement
with the housing 302 along a path indicated by arrow A.
The blending jar 304 can be fit into a jar receiving portion
306 of the housing 302. As the blending jar 304 slides
into the jar receiving portion 306 of the housing 302, up-
per and lower drive shafts 308, 310 that extend from the
blending jar 304 engage first and second drive assem-
blies 312, 314, respectively, in the housing 302. Accord-
ingly, food goods disposed inside the blending jar 304
can be blended by an upper blending assembly 316 op-
erably coupled with the upper drive shaft 308, as well as
a lower blending assembly 318 operably coupled with
the lower drive shaft 310. The upper blending assembly
316 includes a plurality of blades 320. The lower blending
assembly 318 includes a vertical transition gear 322 ro-
tatably engaged with a horizontal drive gear 324 that is
fixedly coupled with the lower blending assembly 318.
Controls for operating the upper and lower blending as-
semblies 316, 318 can be disposed on either the housing
302 or the blending jar 304. The blending appliance 300
of FIG. 7 further includes a latching upper retaining mem-
ber 326 that is moveable between latched and unlatched
positions along a path indicated by arrow C. In the latched
position, the upper retaining member 326 retains the jar
304 in the housing 302.
[0019] It is contemplated that for any of the embodi-
ments disclosed herein that the drive system could in-
clude a series of gears or belts, as generally described.
In addition, a magnet drive system may also be utilized
that does not include a physical coupling system. In this
instance, the blade assembly inside the blender jar would
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be driven by opposing magnetic forces. The drive system
would include a disc with magnets driven by a motor
through a belt or gear drive. The jar would also include
a disc with magnets that is driven by the motor driven disc.
[0020] With regard to all of these embodiments, it is
contemplated that various components of certain embod-
iments may be utilized across different embodiments. For
example, the auger assembly generally illustrated in the
embodiments of FIGS. 4 and 5 could also be utilized in
the first embodiment shown in FIGS. 1-3 to minimizing
food bridging. In addition, for each of the embodiments
disclosed herein, the blending appliance 10 is designed
for unassisted operational blending. More specifically, a
user can insert a jar into a jar receiving portion, and once
the jar is received in the jar receiving portion, the jar can
be secured in place via the upper locking tab or the base
jar lock. The user can then activate the blending appli-
ance 10 and leave the area. Monitored blending of the
blending appliance is not required. In addition, because
of the construction of the blending appliances disclosed
herein, and the lateral insertion of the jar into the jar re-
ceiving portion, a low profile blending appliance can be
maintained that is aesthetically pleasing and does not
require substantial vertical space above the blending ap-
pliance 10.
[0021] It is also important to note that the construction
and arrangement of the elements of the concept as
shown in the exemplary embodiments is illustrative only.
Although only a few embodiments of the present innova-
tions have been described in detail in this disclosure,
those skilled in the art who review this disclosure will
readily appreciate that many modifications are possible
(e.g., variations in sizes, dimensions, structures, shapes
and proportions of the various elements, values of pa-
rameters, mounting arrangements, use of materials,
colors, orientations, etc.) without materially departing
from the novel teachings and advantages of the subject
matter recited. For example, elements shown as integral-
ly formed may be constructed of multiple parts or ele-
ments shown as multiple parts may be integrally formed,
the operation of the interfaces may be reversed or oth-
erwise varied, the length or width of the structures and/or
members or connector or other elements of the system
may be varied, the nature or number of adjustment po-
sitions provided between the elements may be varied. It
should be noted that the elements and/or assemblies of
the system may be constructed from any of a wide variety
of materials that provide sufficient strength or durability,
in any of a wide variety of colors, textures, and combina-
tions. Accordingly, all such modifications are intended to
be included within the scope of the present innovations.
Other substitutions, modifications, changes, and omis-
sions may be made in the design, operating conditions,
and arrangement of the desired and other exemplary em-
bodiments without departing from the spirit of the present
innovations.
[0022] It will be understood that any described proc-
esses or steps within described processes may be com-

bined with other disclosed processes or steps to form
structures within the scope of the present concept. The
exemplary structures and processes disclosed herein
are for illustrative purposes and are not to be construed
as limiting.
[0023] It is also to be understood that variations and
modifications can be made on the aforementioned struc-
tures and methods without departing from the concepts
of the present concept, and further it is to be understood
that such concepts are intended to be covered by the
following claims unless these claims by their language
expressly state otherwise.

Claims

1. A blending appliance (10) comprising:

a housing (12) having a motor compartment (14)
and a jar receiving portion (16) spaced laterally
therefrom, the housing (12) further including an
upper retaining member (18);
a motor (20) disposed in the motor compartment
(14);
a support pad (22) operably coupled to the hous-
ing (12) and extending outwardly therefrom; and
a jar (24) having a lid (26) with a feed chute (30),
the jar (24) and lid (26) being configured for re-
ception in the jar receiving portion (16), wherein
the lid (26) is vertically secured onto the jar (24)
by the upper retaining member (18) upon recep-
tion of the jar (24) into the jar receiving portion
(16).

2. The blending appliance (10) of claim 1, further com-
prising:

a blade assembly (72) disposed in the jar (24),
wherein the blade assembly (72) is operably
coupled with the motor (20).

3. The blending appliance (10) of any one of claims
1-2, further comprising:

a slide switch (70) operably coupled with the mo-
tor (20) and configured to control an operating
speed of the motor (20).

4. The blending appliance (10) of any one of claims
1-3, wherein the support pad (22) includes a jar base
retaining feature (60) configured to engage a base
(62) of the jar (24) when the jar (24) is positioned in
the jar receiving portion (16).

5. The blending appliance (10) of claim 4, wherein the
base retaining feature (60) is a jar lock (60) that is
operably between engaged and disengaged posi-
tions, and further wherein the jar lock (60) is biased
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towards the engaged position.

6. The blending appliance (10) of claim 1, further com-
prising:

an auger (156) that extends vertically into the
jar (152) and which is operably coupled with the
motor (150) in a driven engagement.

7. The blending appliance (10) of claim 6, wherein the
auger (156) is rotatably engaged with the lid (157)
of the jar (152).

8. The blending appliance (10) of claim 7, wherein the
auger (156) includes a helical flange (160) extending
around the auger (156).

9. The blending appliance (10) of claim 8, further com-
prising:

a locking tab (162) extending over the jar receiv-
ing portion (166) and configured to engage the
auger (156).

10. The blending appliance (10) of any one of claims
1-5, wherein the upper retaining member (18) in-
cludes an arcuate recess (44) configured to receive
at least a portion of the feed chute (30), such that
the feed chute (30) is accessible when the jar (24)
is received in the jar receiving portion (16).

11. The blending appliance (10) of claim 2, wherein the
jar (24) further includes a jar base (62) having an
opening (29) providing access to a jar drive gear (86),
the jar drive gear (86) coupled to a drive shaft (80)
which is further coupled to the blade assembly (72).

12. The blending appliance (10) of claim 11, further com-
prising:

a gear assembly (82) disposed within a gear
housing (84) and operably coupled to the jar
drive gear (86) at a first end and further coupled
to a downwardly extending drive shaft (92) of
the motor (20) at a second end.

13. The blending appliance (10) of any one of claims
6-9, wherein the motor (150) is disposed in the upper
retaining member (149) over the jar receiving portion
(166).

14. The blending appliance (10) of any one of claim 1-5,
further comprising:

a jar base (258) having a heating element (259)
disposed therein.

15. The blending appliance (10) of any one of claims

1-14, wherein the jar receiving portion (16) is defined
between the upper retaining member (18) and the
support pad (22).
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